RELATION OF WEATHER TO FRUITFULNESS IN THE PLUM

By M. J. DORSEY
Head of Section of Fruit Breeding, Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota

Under suitable growing conditions the plum tree is remarkable for the uniformity with which it annually produces a crop of flower buds. Bearing a full crop of flower buds annually, however, does not insure a full crop of fruit annually; therefore, it is evident that a considerable number of flowers fail to set fruit. From the standpoint of fruit production, thinning, up to three-fourths of the bloom, is actually beneficial, but beyond this the margin is approached where the thinning process reduces the yield and there is economic loss. The status of setting in controlled crosses known to be fertile under tents was similar to that in the orchard generally. This general condition led to an attempt to isolate those factors of the weather influencing the setting of fruit which result in such great differences as a complete crop failure one year and an overproduction of fruit another.

The elements of what is commonly known as "weather" which have a bearing upon pollination and fertilization are wind, temperature, sunshine, and rain. The combinations of these most favorable to the setting of fruit are sunshine, a relatively high temperature, slight or no wind, and an absence of rain. It is apparent that certain weather conditions, good and bad, go together, but temperature and rain are undoubtedly the most important elements considered from the standpoint of the setting of fruit and will be given greatest emphasis.

The following statements may be regarded as fairly typical of the conception of the influence of unfavorable conditions at bloom. Cold weather, rain, poor locality, and severe cold winter weather are mentioned by Goff (4) as inhibiting fruitfulness. Bad weather at flowering time has an "injurious influence on fruitage" by keeping away insect visitors and affecting the fecundation of the flowers (15). Damage to flowers by wind, hail, rain, insects, and fungi are commonly mentioned. Lord (11) states that all varieties when in bloom are extremely sensitive to cold or wet weather. Heideman (9) notes that ample cross-fertiliza-

1 Published, with the approval of the Director, as Paper 162 of the Journal Series of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.
2 "Setting of fruit" is a term in common use among fruit growers. In general, it is used in referring to the number of pistils which are swelling or "setting" six weeks or so after bloom. A distinction is made in common usage between the percentage of fruit to set and the percentage of a crop, in that the latter is used in speaking of mature fruit.
3 Reference is made by number (italic) to "Literature cited," p. 125-126.
tion does not prevent great differences in the crop from year to year. Some growers hold that there is a good fruit crop only during seasons with favorable weather for bees at blooming time. Hedrick (7) analyzed the weather records of New York with respect to fruit production and showed that in general unfavorable weather is the dominant factor in crop failures. In fact, for a long time fruit growers have recognized certain weather combinations as detrimental to or prohibiting the setting of fruit.

If weather is to be assigned such an important rôle in relation to fruitfulness, the question arises as to the significance of the great variation in the time of bloom from year to year. For instance, plums have varied nearly one month in the time of flowering at the Fruit-Breeding Farm in the last seven years, the earliest bloom in this period beginning April 24, 1915, and the latest May 20, 1916. The cause for such a variation in time of bloom should not be assigned entirely to the weather of early spring, because Sandsten (13) found, upon analyzing the blooming records at Madison, Wis., that the time of flowering was influenced more by the growing conditions of the preceding summer and fall than by those of the spring. In Plate 15 the prevailing weather of early spring when plums are in flower is presented in some detail. It will be seen from the analysis presented in these graphs that cool weather and frequent rains can be expected in Minnesota for a period of even greater length than that covered by the greatest extremes in the time of bloom. Therefore, inasmuch as a range in blooming time of as much as one month has not meant an escape from periods of unfavorable weather, early or late blooming does not necessarily have a constant relation to fruitfulness.

The period of 10 days after bloom was selected (Pl. 15) because it covers for the most part the time of fertilization. In only 10 instances out of 142 did the minimum temperature occur in the day and the maximum at night, so that the curve of maximum temperature may be considered as the day temperature and that of the minimum as the night temperature. In the graph for each season the period of bloom is indicated by the lighter shaded portion between the maximum and minimum temperature curves. In the case of wind and the character of the day (sunshine or cloudiness) a 12-hour day was taken because of the bearing of wind and sunshine on bee flight. The date in the graph is located in the midpoint, which is 12 m. The short, broken-line curves indicate the wind velocity during the daytime only, i. e., from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. The legend is at the right of the graph. The character of the day is shown by the shading at the base of each graph; the dark bar represents the portion of the day which was cloudy, the cross bar that which was partly cloudy, and the white the time of sunshine. A dotted line is drawn through each graph at the 40° and 51° F. points, the former
being the point Goff (5) found that plum pollen did not germinate and the latter the temperature of slow tube growth.

Since the weather at the Fruit-Breeding Farm has not been recorded, this analysis is made from the records furnished by Mr. U. G. Purssell, of the United States Weather Bureau, at Minneapolis.

EFFECT OF UNFAVORABLE WEATHER ON THE SETTING OF FRUIT

It has been a matter of common observation among fruit growers that when the blooming period is accompanied by a prolonged rain there is generally a light setting of fruit. Halsted (6), in an attempt to determine the cause of this, performed an experiment in which an apple tree was kept wet with a spray of water for six days while in bloom. The weather was fair during the experiment. The sprayed tree failed to set any fruit, except in a few instances on the upper branches, while the surrounding trees of the same variety set full.

Beach and Fairchild (3) performed a similar experiment with a Mount Vernon pear tree and a Duchess grapevine. The pear tree subjected to a spray for nine days bore a single fruit. Pollen taken from "fresh anthers" on the fifth day and placed in a sugar solution proved to be "perfectly capable" of germination. Many of the stigmas examined 24 hours after the experiment began were found to be "dusted with pollen," although no insects had been seen near the tree. After the close of the experiment many anthers opened and shed an abundance of pollen.

In the case of the Duchess grape, although the 12 days' treatment did not cover the entire period of bloom, the treated vines bore many aborted berries, but on none of the clusters were all of the berries aborted. Also, the average size of the fruit was reduced approximately one-half.

In these experiments the conditions which generally accompany a prolonged rain were not duplicated exactly, and consequently other factors may have entered into the results obtained. However, a constant spray was effective in preventing fruitfulness in the apple and pear, and even in the case of the grape sufficient pollination to account for the setting of fruit which took place may have occurred after the water was turned off.

It will be of interest here, after a review of the experiments of Halsted (6) and of Beach and Fairchild (3), to include a statement concerning the percentage of fruit to set in a plot of Surprise seedlings at the University Farm in order to show the general effect of unfavorable weather. All trees bloomed heavily during the seasons of 1917 and 1918 and for this reason present an excellent illustration of the effect of weather upon the setting of fruit. These seedlings are about 13 years old, fairly uniform in size, and are growing under clean cultivation. It would appear that ample pollination would take place if the weather were favorable, because these seedlings are located within less than a quarter of a mile of the University apiary of about 100 colonies. In general it may be
stated that during both seasons conditions were unfavorable for insect flight. The weather conditions at time of blooming for these two seasons are shown in Plate 15.

**Table I.—Comparison of fruit setting in an orchard of 226 Surprise seedlings during the two relatively unfavorable seasons of 1917 and 1918**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range in percentage of fruit to set</th>
<th>Total number of trees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data are presented in the form of a correlation table in order to show the influence of heavy fruiting during one year upon the crop the succeeding year. Accordingly, each tree is placed in the table with reference to the percentage of fruit set in 1917 compared with that set in 1918.

Three things are outstanding in Table I: (1) The heavy setting or bearing of 1917 was shown to have no distinct influence on the succeeding crop in 1918; (2) there was a heavier setting in 1917 than in 1918, the relative number of trees setting below 20 per cent being 109 and 189, respectively; and (3) since by actual count it was determined in the 6-weeks period after blooming that only one pistil in four set or persisted on those trees bearing what was arbitrarily regarded as a "full set," it will be seen that many of the trees set an unusually small number of fruits, too few, in fact, to produce a full crop after allowing for subsequent loss. This condition is not unusual in the plum when blooming time is accompanied by unfavorable weather. The light set in those trees which produced normal flowers in abundance presents a condition quite similar to that which prevailed both seasons in a number of standard varieties and other seedlings under cultivation. In Plate 13, A and B, the contrast between the number of flowers borne and the fruit to set is shown.

---

1 The percentage set is based upon the total number of flowers borne. Each tree is placed in the table with reference to the percentage of fruit set in 1917 compared with that in 1918. For instance, in 1917 there were 78 trees in which 20 per cent of the flowers set, but in 1918 the set on these same trees ranged from 0 to 30 per cent.
ANALYSIS OF WEATHER AT BLOOMING TIME

With weather apparently having such an important bearing upon the setting of fruit, as is indicated in the spraying experiment and in Table I, a more detailed analysis of weather has been made during blooming time and for 10 days after, with the object of determining whether there are certain conditions each season which can be singled out as prohibiting a set of fruit. At the outset it should be stated that there are factors which operate beyond the 20-day period to reduce the crop. Nevertheless, there are influences entering during blooming time which do not operate in the same manner anywhere else in the life cycle. As a result of the sum total of these influences a sufficient number of pistils have or have not set, as the case may be, at the 5- or 6-week period to determine definitely the prospect of a crop.

WIND

The experiments of Waugh (16) show that no fruit set from wind-carried pollen when insects were excluded by a covering of coarse mosquito netting. Further tests (18) with microscopic slides covered with vaseline, to which pollen adheres, showed that when the slides were placed at various heights and distances from trees in full bloom on bright sunny days even a direct wind did not carry sufficient pollen to bring about effective pollination at a distance equal to that from one tree to another. Wind pollination, therefore, may be regarded as insufficient, even under the most favorable conditions.

Pollination under orchard conditions is affected by windy weather, however, especially when prolonged, if insect visits are prevented. During a strong wind, rain, cold, or cloudy weather, conditions are such that insect activity is reduced to a minimum. Waugh (16, 17) shows that honey bees, of the 30 or more species of insects found to visit the plum, are (16, p. 247) "nearly always the most active workers, and the ones which, by the character of their operations in the flower, may be held chiefly responsible for the proper distribution of pollen." These results are confirmed by Backhouse (1). Wind, therefore, may be regarded as having more of an indirect than direct bearing upon the setting of fruit, since pollen is not wind-carried in quantities sufficient for ample pollination. The influence upon bee flight, however, may be serious at certain times.

The curve for wind in Plate 15 runs through the point of hourly wind movement from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. While the average wind movement considered aside from sunshine and the character of the day is of little significance, it shows what may be expected at this time of year in Minnesota. The average wind movement per hour, within the above limits, for 7 years was approximately 15 miles, while the average of the extreme wind movement recorded, within the same limits, for the 7-year period was near 19. The extreme movement recorded was 38 miles. Assuming that a wind of 25 miles per hour approaches a condition where bee
flight is hindered, it will be seen from Plate 15 that wind alone is not generally prohibitive of bee blight, but that at certain critical times, as on April 28 and 29, 1915, following a period of cloudy weather with frequent rains, it may become important—more so, in fact, from the standpoint of insect flight than from that of mechanical injury to flowers.

In addition to the considerations noted above, wind has a general drying effect upon the flower parts. Dehiscence is quickened and petals drop earlier. There is, however, no marked drying noticeable in the stigma during early receptiveness, but late in the receptive period stigmas can be found which appear distinctly dry even before the stigmatic cells are dead. Since the absorption of stigmatic fluid is no doubt the first act in germination the drying effect of wind upon stigmas may be regarded as much more critical late in receptiveness than earlier, especially in view of the more unfavorable conditions for tube growth, if pollination has been delayed.

**TEMPERATURE**

Temperature is primarily of interest in this connection from three standpoints: (1) Its direct effect upon pollen or pistil, (2) its influence upon pollen-tube growth, and (3) its interference with bee flight. From Plate 15 it will be seen that there are many periods of low temperature during blooming time which are occasionally accompanied by frost. With reference to direct injury, it will be interesting to record here the damage to flowers at two distinct stages of growth.

On the night of April 19, 1918, a freeze occurred at the Fruit-Breeding Farm, when the petals were just showing in the earliest blooming varieties. There was no injury to pollen or pistil, but as many as one-half of the petals were killed on some of the varieties. These bloomed, however, at the usual time, and the small dead petals persisted, while those not killed underwent the usual enlargement.

This freeze was followed by another on May 12, one week after blooming, when the flowers were further advanced. But this time all stigmas were dead on the varieties which had bloomed earlier. The calyx tube was still persistent, as there had not as yet been sufficient pistil growth to break it except in two varieties of *Prunus nigra*. Although generally there was little injury to pistils at this stage, different varieties showed considerable differences in the degree of injury. On Stella, growing in a low location, approximately 65 per cent of the pistils were killed, and on Minnesota No. 21 (Burbank × Wolf), adjacent, there was less than 1 per cent. Where injury occurred the entire pistil was killed, and in two days it turned black, dried rapidly, and dropped a few days later at the pedicel base. On the higher locations there was no injury to any of the varieties. Compared with the region in Utah in which Ballantyne (2) studied frost injury, frosts do not appear to bear such a vital relation to fruitfulness in Minnesota.
Pollen taken from flowers in which the pistils were killed appeared normal in color and in content when observed in a mount of lactic acid. Its viability, however, was not tested, but judging from appearances this freeze injured pollen much less than pistils.

Goff (5) shows that plum pollen was not destroyed by a short exposure to freezing temperatures. Sandsten (14) tested this point further and found that when plum pollen was exposed to a temperature of 29.3° F., 56 per cent germinated, compared with 62 per cent in the check, which was not exposed to the freezing temperature. He also found that the time required for germination was increased one-half as a result of the influence of the low temperature. On the other hand, 21 plum pistils exposed to the same temperature for six hours were all killed except two.

The action of low temperatures in retarding pollen-tube growth is no doubt one of the primary factors in the failure of fruit to set. The experiments of Goff (5) show that plum pollen does not germinate at temperatures below 40° F., and even at temperatures as high as 51° F. that there is slow pollen-tube growth. A dotted line is drawn through the graph for each year in Plate 15 at these two points. The extent to which the curve for the minimum temperature extends below the line where pollen-tube growth does not take place shows that in some seasons, as in 1915, a prolonged cool period following blooming may be the principal cause of the failure of fruit to set.

With reference to the influence of temperature upon insect flight, it appears that a definite point can not be selected below which activity ceases. Furthermore, temperature can not be considered separate from wind, rain, and sunshine. Recent investigations upon the honey bee, which is the chief pollinizer of the plum, however, show something of its response to temperature. Phillips (12) states that 57° F. is "the lowest temperature which normal bees ever experience in the hive." At air temperatures below this immediately surrounding the bees in cold weather, they begin to cluster. Kenoyer (10) in reporting the data collected over a 29-year period by J. L. Strong at Clarinda, Iowa, shows that only 1 per cent of the total honey produced for that period was collected when the temperature was below 70° F. compared with 53 per cent when the temperature ranged between 80° and 90° F. Nevertheless, this does not deal directly with the point as to what temperature prevents the pollinating activity of bees on plums in early spring.

The opinions of two bee men regarding the lower temperature in which bees will fly are as follows:

The normal temperature for bees to take flight is 46° F. This temperature is 1 degree to 2 degrees lower for Carniolan races and up to 3 degrees lower after long confinement.1 The individual bee can continue muscular movement only so long as the temperature of the body does not fall below 45° F., but at this temperature it loses its power of movement. (12, p. 59.) In general bees will not

---

1 Letter from Prof. Frances Jaeger, University Farm, Dec. 31, 1918.
fly from the hive until the temperature is about 60° F. unless they are impelled to fly by a long period of confinement resulting in an accumulation of feces.\(^1\)

The minimum temperature curves in Plate 15 show that there are only relatively short intervals when the temperature is below 50° F. It would appear that if bees were present in sufficient numbers, other conditions being suitable, ample pollination would undoubtedly take place, at even short intervals of favorable weather.

**SUNSHINE**

Sandsten (14) showed that while sunshine had a direct influence upon fertilization in the tomato, it had none in the plum. Judging from his experiments, sunshine appears to have its chief bearing in this connection upon such factors as insect flight and general plant activity, particularly nectar secretion. Kenoyer states (10, p. 21) that "clear days are preeminently the days for honey production." From general observation of bee activity on plum bloom, the same may be said regarding pollination. As will be seen later, however, pollen is most readily available for dissemination in dry, sunny weather when bees are most active.

The total hours of sunshine during blooming are less than might be expected. The character of the day is indicated in Plate 15 at the base of the graph for each year by the shading. For the 7-year period there has been, while plums were in bloom, an average of only 49 hours of sunshine each season, compared with an average of 56 hours of cloudiness. The minimum was reached in 1916, when there were only 27 hours of sunshine. Alone, however, the absence of sunshine does not prohibit the setting of fruit.

**RAIN**

On account of the nature of the processes taking place at blooming time, rain has the most immediate action of all of the factors of weather. The fact that the period of pollination is so limited in the plum makes it possible for rain to delay normal functioning to an injurious extent. Furthermore, the stigma is exposed to weather during the limited time it functions. It will be seen, therefore, that rain may influence processes which, on account of the structure of the organs concerned, must function when more or less exposed.

**EFFECT OF RAIN UPON DEHISCENCE**

A study of the bloom in the orchard during a heavy and prolonged rain showed that the stamens were drawn together and held in a cluster about the pistil by a large drop of water. This was typically the condition in the absence of wind and in protected locations. The added weight of water held in this way resulted in a drooping of the branches,

\(^1\) Personal correspondence with E. F. Phillips of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology, Dec. 26, 1918.
and a large part of the water dripping from the tree fell immediately from the stamen cluster. When the style was the same length or shorter than the stamens, the stigma was completely immersed in water. In cases where the style was considerably longer than the stamens, the stigma projected from the drop, especially in positions where the pistils pointed upward.

During the period of drying after a rain, when the water holding the stamens and pistils is partly evaporated, the anthers break up into groups, each group, however, being still held in water. Gradually, upon further drying, the groups break up, and the anthers assume their normal position in the flower.

In order to study anther action more in detail at the time of rain, a limb which had been in bloom for three days was cut from a tree during a heavy rain and brought into the laboratory, the temperature of which was about 68° F. All anthers were closed when first brought in, but some
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opened completely in 10 minutes under the conditions in the laboratory. When these anthers which had opened were again placed in water they closed in two to three minutes.

Furthermore, anthers which had been open for approximately 3 days and from which all of the pollen had been shed, when placed in water, closed up and in some trials swelled to the usual size in as short a time as 2 minutes (fig. 1). Other tests showed that when unopened anthers were kept in water for 2 weeks there was a slight breaking of tissue at the suture but no dehiscence. On the other hand, anthers which had once dehisced and from which the pollen had been shed closed at once when placed in water and remained closed during the 2 weeks of the test. Opened anthers held for 4 days in a saturated atmosphere under a bell jar did not absorb sufficient moisture to close them; and the experiments of Goff (5) showed that plum anthers did not open in a saturated atmosphere under a bell jar in 56 hours at a temperature of 65° to 70° F. Goff (5) also showed that in a dry atmosphere low temperatures (about 51° F.)
retarded but did not prevent anthers from opening. This shows clearly the relation of dehiscence to water.

The fact that empty anthers close during a rain and open afterwards probably has been the basis for the popular conception that rain washes pollen away.

With this statement, then, of anther action in relation to water, the question arises as to what extent rain removes pollen from anthers which have just dehisced. In investigating this point a branch of flowers was brought into the laboratory, and after the anthers opened it was stirred vigorously for 8 minutes in a pail of water. All anthers closed completely during the time of stirring. The larger part of the pollen lost occurred with the first impact with the water. After this treatment it was estimated that those anthers which were open before being put into the water still contained, when they opened again, from one-quarter to two-thirds of their pollen. These results agree with observations made in the orchard both during and after a rain.

The effect of rain in washing pollen away, even in the quantity noted above, is partly modified by the unevenness of anther opening, there being in some cases as much as 3 days' difference between the first and last opening of anthers. The unopened anthers have a light yellowish color in contrast to the water-soaked appearance of those which have been closed by rain.

These observations show that anther action is a reversible process and is controlled by water. The presence of the anther sap until the maturity of the pollen creates an internal condition unfavorable to dehiscence. If dehiscence takes place only after sufficient drying, there must be an internal control of water as well as a means for external loss. These two conditions are met by a breaking of the epidermis at the suture and by the drying or death of the cells of the filament at the point of union with the anther where there is a pronounced constriction of the filament. At this point the cells typically turn brown before dehiscence, a condition which suggests an early cutting off of water. The browning slowly extends down the filament and at the time the petals fall, 3 to 4 days after blooming, the filament is dead for a distance of 1 to 2 mm.

Under some conditions pollen is shed more quickly than under others. When anthers of Surprise were allowed to open in a dry, still room at about 72° F., at the end of four days pollen had not been shed except in very small amounts. This was due partly to the adhesive action of a yellowish, oily substance about the pollen grains which is characteristic of some varieties, and partly to the absence of wind. The persistence of pollen is further shown by specimens of Surprise grown in the greenhouse, which, at the time of abscission of the calyx tube, 10 days after blooming, still had an abundance of pollen present. But in some varieties with sticky pollen, under orchard conditions as much as one-half may still be present at the time the petals drop. On the other hand,
in some varieties of *P. americana*, pollen may almost completely disappear from the anther during a wind, undoubtedly due to drying and shaking the first day, or even the first few hours after opening. Wind pollination would be more effective in these varieties than in the others, although it is probable that it would be insufficient because plum pollen has no appendages as in *Pinus* spp. to give it greater carrying capacity.

The importance of the rapid closing of anthers upon coming in contact with water, together with the fact that they remain closed as long as they are wet, needs emphasis in this connection. It will be evident that pollination is impossible when the anthers are closed. Furthermore, the conditions which close anthers in most cases also prevent insect flight, but, even if insects were working, pollination could not take place for the reason that pollen is not available. It appears, therefore, that too much emphasis has been placed upon the action of rain in washing pollen away because anthers close quickly enough largely to prevent it.

**RAIN INJURY TO PLUM POLLEN**

It has been shown above that anthers take up water in sufficient quantities to close them before there is complete loss of pollen. Accompanying the drying process which takes place in the anther and the disappearance of the anther sap, there is a similar drying in the pollen. Before dispersal, pollen changes from the typical spherical shape to one distinctly oblong, and deep folds appear at the sutures. When subjected to drying immediately after removal from the anther, this change in shape takes place in 5 to 10 minutes and is quickly reversible in 3 to 5 minutes when placed in water. With these changes in mind, the question arises as to the effect of a prolonged rain upon pollen.

The rainy period at blooming time in 1915 started with a trace on April 24 and ended with rain all day on April 26 and 27. The heaviest rain, accompanied by a moderate wind, fell on April 26. During the period of the rain there was a relatively high temperature ranging from 58° to 62° F.

Following the usual cytological procedure, before drying, there were fixed in Flemming's medium anthers from 48 hybrids and varieties after the rain of April 26 and from 30 others after the rain of April 27. In all, pollen was collected from 63 crosses and 13 varieties, representing 6 species, namely, *Prunus americana*, *P. Besseyi*, *P. nigra*, *P. triflora*, *P. pissardi*, and *P. cerasus*.

It would appear that this material would furnish conclusive evidence as to whether or not plum pollen is burst by rain, as is held by Hedrick (8) and generally by fruit growers. A careful examination of mounted sections from each lot fixed as mentioned above, showed (1) that the pollen was not burst and had every appearance of being normal; (2) that only an occasional anther was devoid of pollen, although most of the sutures were broken; and (3) there was no apparent difference in the pollen condition of the different species.
EFFECT OF WATER UPON THE VIABILITY OF PLUM POLLEN

The effect of water on the viability of plum pollen was tested in the sand cherry (P. Besseyi). The results are presented in Table II. The time of soaking, 10 minutes, while relatively short, was decided upon because it was thought that if water was injurious at all, it would be desirable to test its effect at the shorter exposure. The time of soaking, however, is much shorter than the actual time the pollen was subjected to water, since it required some time to dry. Sixteen hours elapsed before this pollen was applied to the stigma. It will be seen from these results that soaking pollen of this species in water and drying before using has no injurious effect.

TABLE II.—Viability test of Sand Cherry (P. Besseyi) pollen after being soaked 10 minutes in water and then allowed to dry for 10 hours, the pollen in one series having been taken from unopened anthers and allowed to dry in the sun and in the other series from open anthers and allowed to dry in the shade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross made and pollen treatment</th>
<th>Condition of anthers</th>
<th>Number of flowers swelling on June 15</th>
<th>Number set on June 26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treated:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 1X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>Unopened</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 1X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 2X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 2X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 3X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 1X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>Opened</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 3X, pollen, soaked 10 minutes</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Checks:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 1X, pollen, not soaked</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 2X, pollen, not soaked</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 1X, pollen, not treated</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 2X, pollen, not treated</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 3X, pollen, not treated</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 3X, pollen, not treated</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree No. 5X, pollen, not treated</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to this, germination tests were made with selected varieties to determine the effect of the rain of April 26 and 27 upon the viability of pollen. Pollen was taken from anthers which had been closed by the rain and placed in a hanging drop of 20 per cent cane-sugar solution. There was no germination even in the checks from tented trees or from unopened anthers subjected to rain. The temperature, however, which was very changeable, was quite low a good part of the time, especially at night, and the negative results with the check make it impossible to draw conclusions as to rain injury to pollen under orchard conditions.

It has been shown that on account of anther adjustment less pollen is actually washed away than has been supposed. Also, considerable quantities of pollen may be retained by anthers which have opened
immediately preceding a rain, owing to the rapidity with which they close. Anthers open as a result of drying, a condition which is brought about by cutting off the water supply at the constriction of the filament, and by evaporation, particularly from the suture. Anthers which have dehisced close quickly when brought in contact with water, and, like those which have not dehisced, remain closed as long as wet. Consequently, pollen is not available for dissemination during a rain. A careful distinction must be made between the normal shedding of pollen, which takes place for the most part the first day or even the first few hours an anther is open, and the washing away of pollen by rain, for the reason that empty anthers close when wet but open again after a rain when dry. Insect visits are reduced to a minimum, if not prevented, under the same conditions that impede pollen dispersal. The cytological studies show that plum pollen does not burst when wet by rain and crossing tests show that it is not killed by moderate exposures to water, although the results of Sandsten (14) indicate that humidity decreases its longevity. As far as the pollen is concerned, therefore, a prolonged rain acts primarily to delay pollination until conditions are again restored which are favorable to dehiscence and dissemination.

THE STIGMATIC SURFACE

As in the case of anther and pollen, a study has been made of the changes of the pistil during the functional period, which may be regarded as a critical stage viewed from the standpoint of the relation of adverse weather to the setting of fruit.

Immediately before the receptive period the outer cells of the stigma are turgid (Pl. 14, C and D) and their papillate structure gives to the surface a characteristic velvety appearance which is readily distinguished from the glossy, moist surface when receptive. Where the suture terminates, the stigma has a distinct depression, and in the plum its surface is more or less oblique to the axis of the style, with the higher margin opposite the marginal suture fold.

The terminal cells are one layer thick, and in longitudinal sections are clearly distinct from the cells below on account of their large size, scant cytoplasm, and conspicuous vacuoles. There is a slight variation in the length of these cells in different species. In some, as in Sapa (P. Besseyi × P. triflora), they contain spherical bodies, which stain deeply and vary much in size, the larger ones being somewhat greater in cross section than the nucleus. The scant cytoplasm in the terminal cells is mostly located at the extreme terminal end in the form of a crescent.

THE RECEPTIVE STIGMA

Decided changes are noticeable in the terminal cells after the stigma has become receptive. In sections made from stigmas 48 hours after first becoming receptive the papillate cells are very irregular in outline
and typically are collapsed and shrunken. A few cell walls appear to be broken. The cytoplasm is much contracted and drawn out into irregular vacuolated strands. The nuclei are generally irregular in outline and show evidence of disintegration. In many of the stigmas the papillate cells are partly broken away from those beneath, and the pollen grains are found among, or even beneath, the collapsed and partly separated sheath composed of the terminal cells.

Heideman states (9, p. 191) that the "actual time during which fertilization may be effected scarcely exceeds two hours." Observations here show that under normal conditions the plum stigma remains receptive for a maximum period of about one week. At the end of three to five days, however, the stigma begins to turn brown, and as it becomes dead and dry at the end of the receptive period the color gradually deepens to a dark brown and then black. The dark color slowly extends down the style, which, as a rule, abscisses before turning brown more than two-thirds of the way to the abscission layer. In this way the possible time of pollen-tube growth on the stigma is limited to a relatively short period. The significance of this will be emphasized in connection with the discussion on the rate of tube growth.

THE ACTION OF RAIN UPON THE STIGMA

The prevailing belief among fruit growers is that the chief injury of rain to the stigma, aside from washing pollen from it, is the dilution of the stigmatic fluid to such an extent that the growth of the pollen tube is prevented. Immediately after a heavy rain during full bloom on May 9, 1918, a study of stigmas under orchard conditions showed that even those which were past the receptive stage, dark brown in color and partially dead, were distinctly moist and turgid.

Following these observations an investigation was made of the action of water upon the stigma. When one which had been receptive for about three days was dipped in water and carefully withdrawn, a small droplet about the size of the stigma adhered. This droplet was absorbed in approximately one minute. The dipping was repeated eight consecutive times in as many minutes, and in each case the droplet was as quickly absorbed as in the first instance. As a result of the absorption of water the papillate cells became distinctly turgid. A similar test was made with an unreceptive stigma and also one which had passed the receptive stage and of which the papillate cells had become dark brown and partially dead. The same imbibition of water took place with these two as with the receptive stigma.

It will be evident that absorption of water in such quantities acts to dilute the cell sap of the papillate cells. This, however, would appear to be of no immediate consequence, since pollen does not take up the stigmatic fluid until it is secreted, and even if pollen in this way came
in contact with water before the stigmatic fluid, this, as has been shown, would not be prohibitive of subsequent normal development. Furthermore, since tests show that germination takes place in a considerable range of concentration in a sugar solution, a partial dilution of the stigmatic fluid as a result of water absorption would probably not alone prohibit tube growth. Under greenhouse conditions and in the orchard under favorable conditions a stigma, like a leaf gland, has more than one period of active secretion. If the first fluid to be secreted was completely removed by rain, it would be again renewed under favorable conditions, so that a short rain alone would not necessarily be detrimental. Even if the secretion were considerably diluted following a rain, evaporation from the surface would result in a gradual concentration. Furthermore, the influence of rain upon the stigmatic secretion could be considered of more importance if the stigma had only a single, short period of activity.

WASHING OF POLLEN FROM THE STIGMA

The adherence of pollen to the stigma was first noticed in pistils which had gone through the washing and numerous changes of solution in the preparation for sectioning by the usual cytological procedure. Stigmas which had passed through a 2-day rain, in addition to the cytological process, still held as many as 40 to 50 pollen grains.

An examination under orchard conditions of stigmas which had been subjected to a heavy rain of over 14 hours duration, showed that most of the stigmas still retained a considerable quantity of pollen (Pl. 14, B). On one stigma 42 grains were counted. On another, which had passed through a 2-day rain while in bloom, there were 32 pollen grains, and 6 days afterward on still another there were 176. However, in the last instance a part or all of the pollen could have reached the stigma after the rain.

In order to determine how readily pollen can be washed away, an abundance of pollen was placed on a stigma which was then immersed in water, the results being observed with a binocular microscope. At the first impact of the water a few of the outlying grains were washed away, but at the end of 10 minutes of vigorous stirring and dipping in a pail of water, 73 grains still adhered to the stigma. While the number of grains at the start was not counted, it was estimated that less than one-fourth were lost. The outstanding fact is that not all of the pollen was removed by a washing action, certainly as vigorous if not as prolonged as a rain.

An explanation of the adhesion of pollen is found in the condition of the respective stigma. In some of the fixed preparations there is a slight staining area beyond the terminal cells of the stigma (Pl. 14, A and B), in depth about equal to the thickness of two or three pollen grains. This undoubtedly represents the area in cross section of the stigmatic
Sections of stigmas show, as mentioned above, that during the later stages of receptiveness pollen may be even partly sunken in among the terminal cells. This, together with the gelatinous or viscous nature of the stigmatic fluid, especially some time after receptiveness, largely accounts for the difficulty in washing pollen from the stigma. Also, the inward movement of water would partly counteract the washing action, especially of light rains. In addition, during the early stages of pollen germination the tubes tend to prevent pollen from being washed away. At this time, however, the tube becomes the important consideration instead of the pollen.

All pistils are not subjected alike to rain action. Those on the upper side of limbs and in terminal positions receive the direct impact of rain, while those in the more protected positions, as in the interior parts of the tree and on the under side of clusters, are shielded from the direct force of the rain.

It will appear from the foregoing that pollen is not so completely washed away by rain as has heretofore been supposed. This belief has become general on account of the changes which take place in pollen when it is placed upon a receptive stigma. Immediately upon coming in contact with the stigmatic fluid, pollen becomes turgid and is more or less immersed in it. Under these conditions its appearance closely resembles that of the terminal cells of the stigma. If a dilution of the stigmatic fluid and the washing away of pollen are the important inhibiting factors in the setting of fruit, a short dashing rain at blooming time would, at certain stages, do as much damage as a prolonged rain, because it would be necessary for the pistil to again become receptive and pollination to again take place. This, however, does not correspond with the general observations of fruit growers nor with the conditions reported here.

LIMITATIONS UPON FERTILIZATION

If the statements regarding the effect of rain upon pollen and stigma are correct, the failure of the plum to set fruit during unfavorable weather conditions will have to be explained in another way. At the time the pollen and pistil are maturing and functioning other factors are operating which place certain definite limits upon the time fertilization is possible.

On account of self-sterility, the relative time of dehiscence and receptiveness within the variety is not an important factor in the plum. However, because the pollen is mature before the stigma and virtually in a "resting stage" protected by a thick covering in addition to the anther wall, it is less susceptible to injury than the stigma, in which growth changes are still taking place. This difference in the relative maturity of the two structures may largely account for the greater hardiness of pollen during frosts. Upon germination the pollen enters a phase of less resistance, and it shares to a greater extent the lot of the stigma and style, which constitute the substratum for the pollen tube.
The factors, then, which place a time limit upon the mutual functional period and which have a direct bearing upon the setting of fruit are (1) the longevity of the pollen, (2) the length of the receptive period and life of the stigma, (3) the abscission of the style, (4) the rate of the pollen-tube growth, and (5) the influence of low temperature upon pollen germination.

THE LONGEVITY OF PLUM POLLEN

The results of Sandsten (14) showed that plum pollen collected from such widely separated sources as Washington, Missouri, Tennessee, and Minnesota retained its germinating power for six months when subjected to the normal humidity and temperature changes incident to the period of the test. There was a gradual decline, however, in the percentage of germination from an average of 54 per cent at the end of the first month to about 8 per cent at the end of the sixth. Furthermore, relatively adverse conditions do not affect the longevity of the pollen, since short exposures to water do not kill it and freezing temperatures only retard germination. Under favorable conditions, therefore plum pollen retains its viability considerably longer than it is functional under orchard conditions.

LENGTH OF RECEPTIVE PERIOD AND LIFE OF THE STIGMA

As has been noted, the plum stigma is receptive under orchard conditions for a maximum of one week but begins to turn brown at the end of approximately three to five days. Adverse weather conditions may, however, extend the functional period somewhat, particularly when accompanied by low temperatures. The delay in pollination up to a certain point does not prevent tube growth. Crosses were successful in the greenhouse on stigmas which were receptive four days previous to the application of pollen. Under these conditions, however, drying and browning does not take place as quickly as in the orchard where the active period of secretion is over at the end of three to five days and is followed by a period of partial inactivity of the stigma.

Furthermore, the stigma is more easily dried by the wind late in the receptive stage than immediately after becoming receptive. Tube formation would undoubtedly be more uncertain if pollination were delayed until late in the receptive period, as would be the case during a prolonged rain. Pollen germination, as well as considerable tube growth, must, therefore, take place if fertilization is to be effected within a relatively short time and before the conditions of the stigma prohibit tube growth or before dying back in the style overtakes tubes which have been formed.

ABSCISSION OF THE STYLE

The styles do not begin to absciss until about two weeks after blooming (Pl. 14, E), although the abscission layer at the point of abscission near the
base becomes very distinct in some varieties, as Winnipeg (*P. nigra*), as early as 8 days after blooming. In this variety at the 8-day period the cells in the abscission layer had reached an advanced stage in their disintegration, and while the style was still persistent, it was much lighter in color above the point of abscission, a condition which suggests the cutting off of food material. If the pollen tube had not passed the abscission layer by this time, it is probable that it would not have done so, since it would have had to grow through a region of partly disintegrated cells. Consequently all tubes which had not passed the abscission layer by the time of the abscission of the style (Pl. 14, F) would be definitely eliminated as far as fertilization is concerned. Tube growth from the stigma to the abscission layer, therefore, must take place between the beginning of receptiveness and the shedding of the style.

If pollination occurs late in the receptive period, the condition of the stigma begins to change so rapidly that only favorable growing conditions for the tubes will enable them to pass the abscission layer before the style drops. In this way the abscission of the style sets a definite time limit to a certain minimum of tube growth which may be as short as 4 days and as long as 12. It will be clear then that the later in the receptive period pollination takes place and the more tube growth is retarded, the more uncertain fertilization becomes.

**RATE OF POLLEN-TUBE GROWTH**

It will be seen from the above that the rate of pollen-tube growth becomes an important factor in fertilization, especially during unfavorable weather accompanied by rain and low temperatures. In order to determine the rate pollen tubes advance down the style, this point has been studied in fixed preparations of pistils taken under orchard conditions and also from controlled crosses in the greenhouse where the time of pollination could be determined definitely. The greenhouse temperature during this experiment was not recorded, but varied from 55° to 65° F. Pistils from the orchard in all cases were collected after a period of variable weather of rain and low temperatures. The results showing the extent of tube growth under different conditions are presented in Table III.

Sandsten (14), in determining the time required for the pollen tube to reach the ovary, cut the pistils off controlled crosses at intervals of 48 and 60 hours, respectively. From the data he presented it appears that the plum is fertilized at the 60-hour period. It should be stated, however, that this shows that tube growth had merely extended below the point at which the style was cut in that time. The 7-day period, at which time the final observations were made, is too soon to determine certainly whether fertilization has taken place judging from size alone.
### Table III.—Rate of pollen-tube growth found in the plum in controlled crosses in the greenhouse and under orchard conditions

**Under Greenhouse Conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tube growth in greenhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 10 *×Minn. No. 12.³</td>
<td>16 hours</td>
<td>1/4 of style length. Cross sterile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 10 *×P. Besseyi</td>
<td>...do..</td>
<td>1/2 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 12 *×Minn. No. 21.³</td>
<td>9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do</td>
<td>17.5 hours</td>
<td>1/10 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 12 *×P. Besseyi</td>
<td>19 hours</td>
<td>1/4 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 21 *×Minn. No. 12.³</td>
<td>51 hours</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 21 *×Minn. No. 10.³</td>
<td>69 hours</td>
<td>1/10 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 6 *×Surprise</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>Full style length. None fertilized.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Under Orchard Conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tube growth in greenhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 21 *×open-pollinated.</td>
<td>3 days after blooming</td>
<td>No tube growth. Rain and frost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 35 *×open-pollinated.</td>
<td>...do..</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do</td>
<td>6 days after blooming</td>
<td>1/4 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 12 *×open-pollinated.</td>
<td>...do..</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do</td>
<td>10 days after blooming</td>
<td>Tube in embryo sac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 12,³ selfed.</td>
<td>4 1/2 hours</td>
<td>Tube just formed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do,³</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>1/10 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. No. 6,³ selfed.</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba, selfed.</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>1/4 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Besseyi, selfed.</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>1/2 of style length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise, selfed.</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>1/10 of style length.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A cross between Burbank and Wolf.  
* A cross between Abundance and Wolf.  
* See Pl. 14, A.

From Table III it appears that pollen-tube growth is relatively slow in the plum and that the time required for the tubes to reach the ovary is much longer than Sandsten estimated. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that in the above table the maximum tube growth is given.

It will be seen in the case of Minnesota No. 21 and No. 35 that there was no tube growth three days after blooming when open-pollinated under orchard conditions. The weather conditions previous to the time stigmas were collected from these two varieties will be of interest here. Both came into bloom on May 20, 1917, which was clear, with a maximum temperature of 62°F., with a slight rain in the evening, and a medium wind the latter part of the day. At night the temperature fell and there was frost. May 21 was cloudy, with a heavy rain accompanied by a strong wind lasting from early morning up to 2 p.m. May 22 was cool and clear, and the stigmas of these two varieties were collected in the early forenoon.
The time of pollination is uncertain, but bees were present in large numbers on May 20. On a single stigma of Minnesota No. 35 there were 162 pollen grains, mostly embedded in the stigmatic fluid. There were fewer grains on the stigmas of Minnesota No. 21. In the field records, made at the time of fixing this material, it was stated that the "stigmas were brown in all cases and dead in some." From this it will be seen that the receptive period was much shorter than is common in the plum. The condition, then, in these two varieties was as follows: (1) Pollination had taken place, (2) on the third day after bloom no tubes had formed in the stigmas examined, and (3) the end of the receptive period had been reached.

On each variety the dying back in the styles averaged 5 mm. by May 31, and by June 2, 13 days after bloom, the abscission layer was fully formed and disintegration of the cells in it had started. On this date additional pistils were collected and fixed, and in these pollen tubes could not be found in the micropyle, nor had embryos formed in any of the six which were sectioned. This is not surprising when it is noted that under the favorable conditions of the greenhouse, Surprise pollen tubes required six days to grow the full length of the style.

These trees under observation were 8 years old from planting and were under clean cultivation. On Minnesota No. 21, 25 per cent of the buds were winterkilled and only 5 per cent of the flowers set fruit; on Minnesota No. 35, 10 per cent were winterkilled and the percentage of fruit to set was 10. On each there was a light crop of ripe fruit.

In the case of these two varieties, then, the small percentage of fruit to set is not necessarily due to a lack of pollination, but apparently to the delay in tube formation, during which the stigmas turned brown and some died, conditions which either prevented or delayed tube growth. According to this, in those fruits which set, tube growth had either started on the 20th, before the rain, or was sufficiently rapid after it to pass the abscission layer before the style fell. The weather conditions for this season are analyzed in Plate 15.

From Table III it will be further seen that under the favorable growing conditions of the greenhouse, the rate of tube growth is so slow that the abscission layer is passed dangerously near the time of dehiscence. In the orchard, however, during the most suitable conditions, fully as many fruits set as in the greenhouse, and it is very probable that the tube extension is even more rapid.

The bearing of low temperatures upon the status of tube growth noted above warrants further discussion. The lower temperature limit of pollen germination in the plum was determined by Goff (5), as previously noted, to be approximately 40° F. At 70° F. there was an abundance of tube growth, and at 51° F. the rate of growth was intermediate between the two extremes. Entering the factor of humidity in relation to temperature, his experiments further show that there was
greater germination after five days, when pollen was kept in saturated air in a refrigerator (the temperature is not given), than under the same conditions at room temperature. This being the case, the cooler temperatures usually accompanying prolonged rains would be more favorable to a higher percentage of germination than higher temperatures. From Plate 15 it will be seen that each season the minimum temperature falls below the lower limit of tube growth a number of times and occasionally the lower limit of tube growth is even approached by the maximum temperature. It is probable that the temperature influence on tube growth would be similar to that on tube formation.

The slow pollen-tube extension found under greenhouse conditions serves as a basis for estimating what can be expected during periods of low spring temperatures. That low temperatures have a much greater influence some seasons than others is clearly shown by the extent the minimum-temperature curve extends below the line of no tube growth (5) drawn through each graph (Plate 15) at 40° F. The temperature factor, therefore, has an important bearing upon the extent to which fertilization fails to take place some seasons. While cool weather retards tube growth, it does not appear to change materially the time of abscission of the style.

RELATION BETWEEN THE WEATHER AT BLOOMING AND THE SETTING OF FRUIT

With the foregoing analysis of weather in mind, it now remains to be seen whether there is any correlation between the weather conditions prevalent at bloom and the setting of fruit. While an ample set of fruit does not certainly insure a full crop, a full crop can not be obtained unless there is a set up to a certain point. In this way the weather determines the possibility of a crop.

During the years 1915, 1916, and 1917 there was a light set and a light crop of plums at the Fruit-Breeding Farm. An inspection of Plate 15 shows that different weather combinations occurred during each of the three years. In 1915, the outstanding features are the frequent rains during bloom and the low-temperature period for one week following. This single factor, according to the work of Goff (5) on the temperature limits of tube growth, would make fertilization uncertain, but it will be noted that following the cloudy, rainy weather of the first four days of bloom there were two days of unusually windy weather which interfered with bee flight at a critical time, and hence rendered ample pollination uncertain. The following year, 1916, bloom was nearly a month later and was accompanied by a period of unusually high temperature which extended to the period of tube growth. This alone would have been very favorable to pollination, but during early bloom there were two unusually heavy rains and five lighter ones. Moreover, aside from actual injury to the bloom during such rains as
occurred on May 21 and 25, as well as the interference with insect flight, pollination would appear to be uncertain because pollen was not available for dissemination a large part of the time. This year, therefore, it appears that pollination was uncertain instead of fertilization, as was the case the year before. At any rate, during these two seasons the temperature at bloom was very different. In 1917 rain, high winds, low temperatures, and even frost, were prevalent during bloom, and at the close of bloom there were nearly 3 days of cool, rainy weather which came at a critical time during tube growth. In addition to this, frequent rains and a relatively low temperature at the latter part of the 10-day period following bloom supplemented the retarding effect of the 3-day rainy period. The wind on May 20, 21, 22, and 26 was strong enough to interfere with the work of bees. Both pollination and fertilization were uncertain this year.

In contrast to the slight set of these three seasons there was a good set in 1912, 1913, and 1918, and a heavy set in 1914. It now remains to be seen whether there were conditions at bloom these seasons which differ markedly, as far as the influence on pollination and fertilization is concerned, from the others. In 1912 the temperature was relatively high, except for three days, during the entire period. The rains were slight at bloom. Also, in 1913 the temperature was within the range of fast tube growth a good part of the time and rains were unusually scant at bloom. The unusually high temperature in 1914 is in marked contrast to the low temperature the following year, and in the absence of heavy rains there was the greatest setting of fruit as well as the heaviest crop of all season included. The high temperature at the beginning of bloom in 1918 gradually fell toward the end and there was a frost the night of May 12. The rains were not prolonged during bloom, but the heavy rain of May 9 delayed pollination in the later blooming varieties. The warm period following bloom, however, counterbalances the cooler 4-day period at the end of bloom, so that the rate of tube growth was in general increased. The setting of fruit was sufficient for a good crop this season.

It will be seen from this brief analysis that there are conditions each season which can be correlated with the set of fruit. With a light set it is impossible to get a heavy crop. As early as the 5- or 6-week period the possibilities of a crop are determined.

SUMMARY

(1) Unfavorable weather at blooming time may completely prevent the setting of fruit in the plum, even though there be a full bloom. A study of the manner in which weather affects the processes at bloom shows that rain and low temperatures are the most important factors, although strong winds when prolonged are also important.
(2) Wind has its influence indirectly by interfering with insect action and, hence, pollination at critical times. It is seldom strong enough to cause much direct mechanical injury. The experiments of Waugh show that wind pollination is insufficient, even under the most favorable conditions. Frosts during bloom are only occasional and injure the pistil more than pollen. The greatest damage from low temperatures is in the retarding of pollen-tube growth. Other conditions being favorable, cloudiness does not prevent the setting of fruit. Rain prevents pollen dissemination by closing the anthers or by preventing them from opening, but does not burst pollen nor kill it.

(3) On account of the adhesive action between stigma and pollen, rain does not completely wash pollen from stigmas. The stigma is receptive for 4 to 6 days, and following the active period of secretion the stigmatic cells rapidly disintegrate. The style abscisses in 8 to 12 days after bloom. Tube growth appears to be relatively slow in the plum even under favorable greenhouse temperatures. As a result of the rapid disintegration in the stigma and the abscission of the style, a delay in pollination or slow tube growth when the temperature is low renders fertilization uncertain.

(4) An analysis of the prevailing weather at bloom shows that each season certain sets of conditions can be singled out as being largely responsible for the status of the setting of fruit. In one season rain during bloom may be the limiting factor and in another low temperature during the period of tube growth. Unfortunately, practical remedies under orchard conditions do not appear readily available. Late blooming has not escaped unfavorable weather, and, since tube growth seems to be the process most directly affected by low temperatures, remedial measures can most effectively be sought in suitable pollinizers which show the fastest tube growth.
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PLATE 13.

Plum tree and fruiting branch showing difference between number of flowers borne and quantity of fruit set:

A.—The appearance of a plum tree bearing a normal crop of bloom.

B.—A single fruiting branch 2 years old showing the contrast to A. Only 2 fruits have set out of approximately 100 flowers borne by this branch. Note the stubs where flowers have dehisced.
Relation of Weather to Fruitfulness in Plum
PLATE 14.

A.—Stigma of Minnesota No. 21, a greenhouse tree, 24 hours after being selfed, showing the condition of papillate cells in the stigma, pollen tubes, and also traces of the stigmatic fluid.

B.—Stigma of Minnesota No. 35, open to cross pollination, showing the condition of a stigma three days after bloom, having withstood a rain of 0.87 inch which fell in the two days previous, lasting in all 18 hours. Note the slight staining area of the stigmatic fluid in which two pollen grains are embedded.

C.—The turgid papillate cells in Sapa before receptiveness.

D.—Opata. Same as C. Pollination has not yet taken place.

E.—Abscission layer Minnesota No. 35, showing the cells of the layer 11 days after bloom.

F.—The surface at the abscission layer of Assiniboin after the style has fallen, 12 days after bloom. There appears to be no marked disintegration of the cells immediately below the abscission layer, which suggests that in cutting off the style by this method the breaking down of the middle lamella is restricted to a few cell layers.
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PLATE 15

Graphic analysis of the weather from the standpoint of wind, sunshine, rain, and temperature for seven years from 1912 to 1918. The maximum and minimum temperature range is given for each day during bloom and for a period of 10 days afterwards.
Relation of Weather to Fruitfulness in Plum

Plate 15
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